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A missing child sets the lives of three women on a collision course in this powerful and compelling novel by
USA Today bestselling author Bette Lee Crosby.1971.When a music festival rolls through the sleepy town of
Hesterville, Georgia, the Dixon familys lives are forever changed. On the final night, a storm muffles the

sound of the blaring music, and Rachel tucks her baby into bed before falling into a deep sleep. So deep, she
doesn't hear the kitchen door opening. When she and her husband wake up in the morning, the crib is empty.

Emily is gone.Vicki Robart is one of the thousands at the festival, but she's not feeling the music. She's
feeling the emptiness over the loss of her own baby several months before. When she leaves the festival and
is faced with an opportunity to fill that void, she is driven to an act of desperation that will forever bind the

lives of three women.

By Bette Lee Crosby Book Blurb A missing child sets the lives of three women on a collision course in.
Emily Ratajkowski took to Instagram on Wednesday morning to share a photo from her current European

vacation which shows her in a swimming pool without any clothing on. A missing child sets the lives of three
women on a collision course in this powerful and compelling novel by USA Today bestselling author Bette

Lee.

Lee Crosby

She is a mutant and her power is Space Warping. Discover When Im Gone as its meant to be heard narrated
by Dan John Miller. She is an actress known for Gone 2012 I Am Number Four 2011 Remember Me 2010

and NCIS. Aprende a tocar el cifrado de Until You Were Gone Feat. Rachel and George Dixon put their baby
girl Emily to bed for the night and then they went to bed like they always did. Emily Wickersham Actress
Gone. Some bad dancing some crazy booty shaking and lap dancing of course. Emily Gones true essence is
that several people love Emily and this is the story of that love. Release Date January 17 2020. On the final
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night a storm muffles the sound of the blaring music and Rachel tucks her baby into bed before falling into a
deep sleep.
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